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! Maps Mentor Unleashed ($997 Value)($997 Value)

The all access pass to my Maps Mentor Unleashed training course. Over 30 video training modules, templates,

checklists and more. You'll learn everything there is to know about ranking in Google Maps by utilizing the all

new Google Business Profile. Including how to get clients, how to rank them using non-complicated SEO and

how to keep them there.

! "Done For You" Client-Getting Funnel ($497 Value)($497 Value)

Getting clients will no longer feel like such a struggle! If you currently feel like what you're doing isn't working,

or if it feels like trying to find a client is like trying to find a needle-in-a-haystack, this DFY funnel will help! IT

includes a landing page, a VSL, an upsell page and a thank you page. It's everything you need to start landing

clients and getting paid as early as this week! 

! Fill-In-The-Blank Maintenance Templates ($197 Value)($197 Value)

Once you have your client ranked in Maps using the Google Business Profile, it's pretty much smooth sailing.

However, there are a couple of maintenance factors that you will want to keep up with every month to ensure

they stay ranked! I've made it easy by providing you with my "fill-in-the-blank" maintenance templates. 

! 1 Year of Unlimited Listing Reviews ($1,997 Value)($1,997 Value)

Never wonder if you've set things up properly. My team and I are ready to provide you with 1 full year of

unlimited listing reviews! Simply submit your listing to us and we will get back to you providing you with

feedback or giving you the A-Ok. Now you can feel confident knowing you're doing things correctly! 

! GMB Gunner Software ($497 Value)($497 Value)

*Offline Sharks Exclusive Bonus! This powerful software will automate your client getting efforts. It will provide

you with the exact businesses that need your help. GMB Gunner will sift through and find businesses that have

unclaimed listings and provide you with all of their details. You can even email from within the software! 

Total Value: $4,185
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